Incoherent quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) has been used to measure the dynamics of water molecules in solutions of a model protein backbone, N-acetyl-glycine-methylamide (NAGMA), as a function of concentration, for comparison with results for water dynamics in aqueous solutions of the N-acetyl-leucinemethylamide (NALMA) hydrophobic peptide at comparable concentrations. From the analysis of the elastic incoherent structure factor, we find significant fractions of elastic intensity at high and low concentrations for both solutes, which corresponds to a greater population of protons with rotational time scales outside the experimental resolution (>13 ps). The higher-concentration solutions show a component of the elastic fraction that we propose is due to water motions that are strongly coupled to the solute motions, while for lowconcentration solutions an additional component is activated due to dynamic coupling between inner and outer hydration layers. An important difference between the solute types at the highest concentration studied is found from stretched exponential fits to their experimental intermediate scattering functions, showing more pronounced anomalous diffusion signatures for NALMA, including a smaller stretched exponent and a longer structural relaxation time τ than those found for NAGMA. The more normal water diffusion exhibited near the hydrophilic NAGMA provides experimental support for an explanation of the origin of the anomalous diffusion behavior of NALMA as arising from frustrated interactions between water molecules when a chemical interface is formed upon addition of a hydrophobic side chain, inducing spatial heterogeneity in the hydration dynamics in the two types of regions of the NALMA peptide. We place our QENS measurements on model biological solutes in the context of other spectroscopic techniques and provide both confirming as well as complementary dynamic information that attempts to give a unifying molecular view of hydration dynamics signatures near peptides and proteins.
Introduction
Hydration layers surrounding a biological molecule show transport (and structural) signatures that differ appreciably from those of bulk water, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] differences whose larger implications for biological function 3, 6, 11, 17, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and analogies to glass formers 8, 11, 21, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] are an active area of exploration. Many experimental techniques have been used to measure the dynamics of hydration water such as magnetic resonance dispersion (MRD), 18, [39] [40] [41] dielectric relaxation (DR), [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] NMR, [48] [49] [50] [51] and incoherent quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) and inelastic neutron scattering [2] [3] [4] 6, 20, 21, 27 ,32,37,38,52-57 as well as time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] There is some disagreement as to whether the large range of time scales measured by these techniques, from tens of picoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds, is actually directly attributable to the hydration layer nearest the protein or peptide surface or to outer hydration layers or even coupling of the hydration dynamics to different components of the solute motion. 18, 47, 66, 67 Although there is agreement that the protein surface hydration layer dynamics are very heterogeneous, there is little information as to which components of the protein surface chemistry contribute to this heterogeneity. At present, a molecular interpretation is needed that would specify the chemical features of the protein surface, the distinct hydration layers ranging from protein surface waters to outer hydration layers to bulk liquid as well as the dynamics of the biological solute, to explain the large dynamic time scale range that is observed.
Our own recent work has sought to dissect the full complexity of heterogeneous protein surfaces and their different hydration layer dynamics through the study of model peptide systems as a function of concentration using X-ray and neutron diffraction studies, QENS experiments, and molecular dynamics simulations. 37, 38, [68] [69] [70] [71] In this study, we report incoherent QENS measurements at room temperature of water dynamics near a model protein hydrophilic backbone N-acetyl-glycine-methylamide (NAGMA), at 1.0 and 3.0 M concentrations, and compare them with our previous studies on aqueous solutions of a hydrophobic peptide, N-acetyl-leucine-methylamide (NAL-MA), at comparable concentrations of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 M. 37, 38 According to our structural X-ray scattering experiments and simulations, these solutions organize into monodispersed to very small clusters of amino acids, with the high-concentration solutions exhibiting only a single hydration layer shared between solutes (on average), while the low-concentration solutions comprise on the order of 2-3 hydration layers per solute. [68] [69] [70] [71] These model systems better enable us to detect and characterize translational and rotational motions for different hydration layers as well as the time scales of motion for the peptide solute itself 37, 38 and to do so while contrasting the influence of the amino acid chemistry on the hydration dynamics. Our first goal is to use the more precise definition of molecular hydration layers near the peptide model systems as a function of concentration as a way of unifying the distinctly different time scale resolutions and interpretations, probed by different spectroscopic techniques such as MRD, DR, time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, and QENS measurements on aqueous protein solutions.
MRD can directly probe the orientational relaxation dynamics of 17 O-labeled water molecules and is a single-molecule dynamics spectroscopy. 18, [39] [40] [41] The resulting spectral density function is fit to a Lorentzian form to determine an average residence time and mean rotational correlation time. In MRD experiments on proteins, two populations of hydration water motions have been detected: very long-lived internal waters that reside in protein pockets on the order of a microsecond and those that interact with the protein surface with time scales on the order of 10-100 ps. 18 The comparison of the hydration dynamics near protein surfaces to those near small organic solutes shows that the systems are largely similar, with water orientational relaxation times near proteins increasing by a factor of 2-3 at most. Halle has suggested that a comparison of MRD experiments to other techniques can be made through the rankindependent rotational retardation factor 〈τ hyd 〉/τ bulk , where 〈τ hyd 〉 and τ bulk are the mean rotational correlation times of hydration water and bulk water, respectively; for MRD, this factor ranges from ∼1.0 to 2.5 for small organic solutes and up to ∼5.5 for hydration water near proteins at room temperature. 18 Dielectric relaxation measures the collective response of dipolar reorientation to an oscillating electric field. 44, 45 The resulting dielectric dispersion profile measured for dilute protein solutions at room temperature shows two strong signatures: a -dispersion corresponding to long time scale protein tumbling (∼30 ns) and a γ-dispersion, which corresponds to the orientational relaxation time due to bulk water (∼8.0 ps). [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] Two weaker δ-relaxations are present and are attributed to a bimodality in the orientational response of water in the first hydration layer at the protein surface, with relaxation times on the order of ∼20-60 ps and ∼1-10 ns. [42] [43] [44] [45] 72 The δ-dispersions measured by DR have been argued to arise from dynamic exchange of bound and free waters at the protein surface, 45, 72 and the two time scales give rotational retardation factors of 〈τ hyd 〉/τ bulk ≈ 5 and 10 2 -10 3 , the latter which is in significant disagreement with MRD. 18 Attempts to explain the discrepancy between these techniques have given rise to a number of experimental studies and theoretical analysis. 18, 46, 47, 63, 66, 73 Recently, time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, which measures a collective environmental response after electronic excitation of a fluorophore located near the protein surface, has been used to study the hydration water dynamics. Several solvation dynamics studies have been carried out using either an endogenous tryptophan residue in the protein as a probe or an extrinsic probe covalently attached to the protein. 58, 60, [63] [64] [65] The shift in the fluorophore's emission frequency with time, known as time-dependent fluorescence Stokes shift (TDFSS), is measured and then interpreted in terms of linear response theory that equates the TDFSS to a time correlation function of fluctuations of solvation energy from its equilibrium value. Whether the probe is situated in the protein or on the protein surface, the technique measures both protein and aqueous solvent dynamics that must be further resolved into distinct protein and hydration components based on analysis of molecular dynamics simulations. 19 Recent time-resolved measures of tryptophan fluorescence for two proteins generate a profile with two distinct time scales, one corresponding to bulk water dynamics of ∼1 ps and a longer time scale of 16 ps (monellin) and 38 ps (subtilisin) attributed to the hydration layer dynamics, 63, 65 resulting in a rotational retardation factor of 〈τ hyd 〉/τ bulk ≈ 10-40, which again is in significant disagreement with MRD. 18 Fundamentally, the large difference in the measured 〈τ hyd 〉/ τ bulk between these techniques indicates that dielectric relaxation and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy characterizes water hydrogen-bonded network dynamics that are more strongly perturbed by the presence of the protein, while MRD observes a weaker perturbation in the water dynamics that suggests that the hydrogen-bonded network is minimally disrupted with the introduction of a biological interface. This work reports on a new analysis of incoherent QENS data taken on a well-defined model system for hydration layers near different side-chain chemistries, which adds further insight into this ongoing debate about the molecular view of hydration dynamics.
Incoherent QENS measures single-particle dynamics that probe both translational and rotational motions on the picosecond time scale. [74] [75] [76] The QENS measurements of water orientational motion includes τ rot , which is interpreted as largeamplitude librations related to the lifetime of hydrogen bonds, 77 and a parameter of the jump diffusion model, 78 the residence time τ 0 , which is interpreted as the time scale necessary to overcome caging, by rotational excitation, by surrounding water molecules to execute translational diffusion. 79 In this paper, we define QENS estimates of the rotational retardation factor for the rotational motion, 〈τ rot 〉/τ rot bulk , and a pseudorotational retardation factor with the residential time, 〈τ 0 〉/τ 0 bulk , and show that these ranges are ∼1.0-2.2 and ∼1.0-3.5, respectively, with the largest values for each factor arising from the first hydration layer and near the more hydrophobic solute, which agrees with a fundamental description of the water dynamics as not being grossly perturbed by the solute at room temperature.
While the longer reorientational time scales observed from DR, MRD, and NMR are not directly observed in the shorter time scale QENS experiments, we propose an analysis of the elastic incoherent structure factor (EISF) determined from the incoherent QENS experiment 2,15,80 as an indirect signature of possible longer reorientational relaxation times (greater than ∼13 ps based on the resolution of these current experiments). Furthermore, the concentration dependence and different amino acid chemistries are manifested in different values of the elastic component and provide a complementary view of protein hydration water dynamics measured by other spectroscopic techniques. We determine that this longer reoreintational time scale involves both tight coupling of water dynamics with the solute dynamics as well as dynamic coupling of water molecules between inner and outer hydration layers. We suggest that this longer time scale shares a molecular origin with the shorter time scale δ-relaxations measured by DR and possibly the longer time scale component of TDFSS measured by time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. 63, 65 Our second goal is to contrast the peptide chemistries and their influence on hydration dynamics to clarify the role of the spatial heterogeneity of dynamics near protein surfaces. 3, 5, 8, 11, 12, [24] [25] [26] 34, [36] [37] [38] We report stretched exponential fits to the experimental intermediate scattering functions (obtained from the Fourier transform in the frequency plane of the measured incoherent dynamic structure factor) for both the hydrophobic and hydrophilic peptides at all concentrations. An important difference between the solute chemistries at the highest concentration studied is a more pronounced anomalous translational diffusion signature for NALMA, 38 including a smaller stretched exponent and a longer structural relaxation time τ than those found for NAGMA. The more normal diffusion exhibited in the hydration dynamics near the model hydrophilic backbone provides experimental support for an explanation of the origin of the anomalous diffusion behavior of NALMA as arising from frustrated interactions between water molecules when a chemical interface is formed upon addition of the hydrophobic side chain, 38 thereby inducing spatial heterogeneity in the hydration dynamics in the two types of regions of the NALMA peptide. To remove small aggregates, the samples were centrifuged (10 min at 10 000g) before measurement, given a 0.5% error in the reported concentration.
Materials and Methods

Completely deuterated
The QENS experiments were carried out at the National Institutes for Standards and Technology Center for Neutron Research, using the time-of-flight disk chopper spectrometer (DCS) 81 operating at a 7.5-Å wavelength, with an energy resolution of 35 µeV at full width at half-maximum (fwhm) and a wave vector range of 0.15 Å -1 < Q < 1.57 Å -1 . The Gly(D)/H 2 O samples were contained in the 0.1-mm-thick annular space between two concentric thin-walled aluminum cylinders of radius 10 mm and height 100 mm. Each data collection run lasted ∼12 h. All measurements were performed at room temperature. Spectra were corrected for scattering by the sample container, and a standard vanadium sample was used to determine relative detector efficiencies and the energy resolution function. The data were corrected and analyzed using the DAVE software (http://www.ncnr.nist.gov/dave/).
Experimental Analysis
The quasi-elastic neutron scattering experiment measures the double differential incoherent scattering cross section where σ inc is the total incoherent scattering cross section per scatterer, N is the number of scatterers, k i and k s are the wave vectors of the incident and scattered neutrons, Q is the momentum transfer, ω is the frequency transfer, and S inc (Q,ω) is the incoherent dynamic structure factor. The analysis involves fitting the incoherent dynamic structure factor to a sum of Lorentzian contributions convoluted with the instrumental resolution. On the basis of the fits, we further interpret the data using the following analytical models traditionally applied to liquids. 74, 75 We assume that S inc (Q,ω) can be expressed as a convolution of three different kinds of proton motion 74, 75 where the exponential term is the Debye-Waller factor, which represents the reduction in intensity due to molecular vibrations, 〈u 2 〉 being a mean-square displacement. The second and third terms are the translational and rotational incoherent dynamic structure factors, respectively. The translational scattering function is written as where Γ trans is the half-width at half-maximum of a Lorentzian function. We have found that the translational Lorentzian is best fit to a random jump diffusion model, which considers the mean residence time τ 0 for one site in a given network before jumping to another site. 78 where the mean jump diffusion length L is defined in this model as L ) 6D trans τ 0 and D trans is the translational diffusion coefficient between two sites. Water rotational relaxation is described using the Sears model for hindered rotational diffusion on the surface of a sphere. 82 The rotational incoherent dynamic structure factor is where j l is a spherical Bessel function of order l, a is the radius of the sphere on which the motion of water protons occurs, and D rot is the rotational diffusion coefficient. For l ) 1, which dominates the second term of eq 5, the half-width at halfmaximum is Γ rot ) 2D rot , which corresponds to a characteristic rotational time of τ rot )1/6D rot.
The first term in eq 5 corresponds to the form factor of the restricted volume explored by the hydrogen atoms, by hindered rotation, and is known as the elastic incoherent structure factor (EISF). In the Sears model, the EISF corresponds to a spherical form factor. Convoluting eq 3 with eq 5 and excluding terms with l > 1, eq 2 becomes
To the extent that terms with l > 1 can be neglected, the experimental EISF is I trans (Q)/[I trans (Q) + I rot+trans (Q)], where I trans (Q) and I rot+trans (Q) are the experimental integrated intensities of the first and second terms, respectively, in eq 6. 15 It is possible to estimate from the experimental EISF the fraction of hydration atoms that are rotationally immobile, i.e., hydrogen motions that are faster or slower than the experimental resolution. Therefore, the dynamics can be characterized by two populations, 80 a fraction p of protons with correlation times that are very different with respect to the energy resolution, which in this experiment corresponds to rotational motion outside an experimental window of 1.0-13.5 ps, while the dynamics of the (1 -p) protons gives the total quasi-elastic signal. The EISF can therefore be written as and in the limit that Q f ∞ we can determine the value of p as the constant elastic contribution. It is intuitive that the immobile
fraction value p changes as a function of resolution, which has also been discussed in ref 80 .
To study the distribution of the translational relaxation time, we also analyzed the experimental intermediate scattering function, F H (Q,t) for both solutes at all concentrations. The Fourier transform of S inc (Q,ω) has been generated using the DAVE fast Fourier transform utility, and to avoid contributions from the fast dynamics component (previously characterized as large-amplitude librational movements), we normalized F H -(Q,t) to unity at t ) 5 ps.
Experimental Results
Translational and Librational Dynamics. To characterize the hydration water dynamics near a primitive protein backbone model, the scattering profile of the completely deuterated NAGMA solute in H 2 O has been measured at room temperature for both 1.0 and 3.0 M concentrations. The 1.0 and 3.0 M NAGMA concentrations were chosen to match the 0.5-2.0 M NALMA concentrations, 37, 38 using the weight percentage approach. Molecular dynamics simulations to be reported elsewhere 83 also confirm that for each solute the low concentrations have a hydration level of 2-3 hydration layers, while the highest solute concentrations correspond to one hydration layer shared between solutes. The high solute concentrations are unique in measuring a single hydration layer at the peptide surface, while the low concentrations allow us to distinguish, based on the high-concentration results, the outer-layer hydration dynamics. Given the small atomic fraction of solute molecules and the relatively small scattering cross sections of the deuterated solute atoms as compared with that of normal hydrogen, we shall ignore incoherent quasi-elastic scattering from the solute.
The fits to the NAGMA data all required two Lorentzians and a flat background. Figure 1 shows two examples of fits, with relative residuals, of the incoherent dynamic structure factor measured at 3.0 M NAGMA concentration, at Q ) 0.84 Å -1 and Q ) 1.25Å -1 . The dash-dot line is the background component that takes into account all movements that are too fast to be observed within the chosen energy window, e.g., lowenergy vibrational modes. The narrow Lorentzian function (dashed line) is indicative of translational motion and, based on the dependence of Γ(Q) with Q 2 , is best described with a jump diffusion model. The broad Lorentzian component (dotted line), which describes short time scale movement, is identified as water rotational motion. 37, 38 The solid line is the sum of the three fit components. Figure 2 plots the line width at half-maximum due to translation Γ trans (Q) versus Q 2 , while Figure 3 plots the line width at half-maximum due to rotational motion Γ rot versus Q 2 , of the water hydration dynamics for NAGMA at the two different concentrations, respectively. We present on the same plots the translational and rotational contributions of the NALMA hydration dynamics at room temperature for 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 M solutions. Since the NAGMA rotational component has been characterized here using the 35 µeV resolution, while the NALMA rotational data were extended by an additional experiment at 81 µeV as described in refs 37 and 38, there is a difference in the Q range measured between the two solutes. Although the rotational part of the NAGMA dynamics would be better described by an additional low-resolution experiment to characterize a wider Q range, we consider the presented data satisfactory for the general interpretation of the dynamics that we present.
We analyze the new NAGMA hydration data reported in Figures 2 and 3 with the analytical model fits described in the Methods section. We report in Table 1 the hydration water translational diffusion coefficient D trans and the residence time τ 0 , obtained from the jump diffusion model, and the rotational relaxation time τ rot from the Sears model as a function of concentration. For comparative purposes, we also report in Table  1 the corresponding values analyzed as a function of NALMA concentration 37, 38 as well as a few reported bulk water values. 77, 79 These measures of hydration water dynamics, D trans , τ 0 , and τ rot , are averages over a population of proton motions whose time scales are directly resolvable in the experimental resolution of this QENS study.
In Figure 2a , Γ trans (Q) for the high-concentration solute data exhibits a pronounced plateau at high values of Q and a slope measured at the smallest values of Q (<1.0) to give a residential time and translational diffusion coefficient value for 3.0 M NAGMA that are substantially suppressed, approaching values more typical of a supercooled water translational diffusion coefficient and corresponding long residential time, as was seen in our earlier NALMA study. Nonetheless, as shown in Figure  2a and Table 1 , the transport values from the jump diffusion model, D trans and τ 0 , are significantly faster for 3.0 M NAGMA than those measured for 2.0 M NALMA, while based in Figure  3a the rotational time scales for 3.0 M NAGMA are found to be comparable to 2.0 M NALMA. The difference in translational dynamics that the NALMA and NAGMA solutes invoke in their surrounding hydration layer stems from their different chemistries, which we examine more closely below in our analysis of the intermediate scattering function.
In Figure 2b , we show the translational hydration water dynamics comparisons between 1.0 M NAGMA and 0.5 M NALMA, the lowest concentrations measured. We attribute to this concentration an inclusion of outer-layer water dynamics in addition to the first-hydration-layer dynamics measured at the highest concentrations. Although the lower-concentration hydration water exhibits faster translational dynamics than those of the higher concentration, the translational dynamics do not fully recover to room temperature bulklike values for either solute. From Figures 2b and 3b and analysis reported in Table  1 , it is evident that the translational and rotational time scales for the low-concentration NAGMA are equal to those measured at the corresponding low-concentration NALMA. For these resolvable proton populations, the outer-layer hydration dynamics for translation and libration are apparently not affected by the particular "flavor" of the solute. This is consistent with our previous work on the lower-concentration NALMA solutions, which showed that the outer-hydration-layer translational dynamics are largely independent of the first-hydration-layer dynamics. Thus, the equivalence between the translational and the rotational dynamics of low-concentration NALMA and NAGMA solutions is consistent with the molecular hypothesis of an outer-sphere hydration layer that is only affected by an excluded volume effect in the water hydrogen-bonding network.
Together, the jump diffusion and Sears models have been used to interpret hydrogen-bond lifetimes and caging effects in water dynamics that are related to different reorientational processes of water molecules in the neat liquid 77, 79 or in solution. [84] [85] [86] The rotational component corresponds to largeamplitude librational motions that can be related to the average hydrogen-bond lifetime, 77 while the residence time of the jump diffusion model can be interpreted as a measure of the time necessary for a water molecule to break from its hydrogenbonded neighbors by rotational excitation. 79 At high solute concentrations or lower temperatures, these two time scales tend to diverge since the residence time measures a caging effect requiring cooperative motion among more than one hydrogenbonding partner to execute diffusion. 87 Therefore, we can define a QENS rotational retardation factor 〈τ rot 〉/τ rot bulk and a pseudorotational retardation factor 〈τ 0 〉/τ 0 bulk . For either NAGMA or NALMA at room temperature, we find that 〈τ rot 〉/τ rot bulk ≈ 1.0-2.0, while 〈τ 0 〉/τ 0 bulk is ∼1.0-3.5. The rotational retardation factor for the average single-hydrogen-bond dynamics is in good agreement with what is observed by MRD for small-peptide systems, 18, 41 and the upper bound of 2.0 is found for the highconcentration data and therefore most directly originates from the first hydration layer. The pseudorotational retardation factor for the residence time τ 0 is found to range significantly beyond the upper bound of ∼2.5 of the MRD measurement for small solutes. This is most certainly due to the implicit collective caging effect of the surrounding water molecules on the motion of a central water molecule that exaggerates this upper bound relative to the single-particle dynamics measured by MRD. Furthermore, the upper bound of 〈τ 0 〉/τ 0 bulk ) 3.5 occurs in the first hydration layer of the more hydrophobic solute.
Elastic Incoherent Structure Factor. In Figure 4 , we present the EISF of hydration water, arising from rotational motions, for different concentrations of NALMA and NAGMA at room temperature. Although the EISF formally gives information about the geometry of the rotations, interpretations based on eq 7 imply that it indirectly measures hydration water dynamics over a population of proton motions whose time scales are not directly resolvable in the experimental resolution of this QENS study (corresponding to time scales >13 ps). In Table 1 , we report the values of p and a for the NALMA and NAGMA solutions as a function of concentration as inferred by adjusting eq 7 to the experimental EISF. We have reevaluated the rotational EISF for all of the concentrations of NALMA solutions at room temperature using only the high-resolution data (in ref 37 we used the low-resolution data) to be consistent with the resolution used in this work for NAGMA. Therefore, the values reported in this work for the NALMA data are different from those published in ref 37 because of the different resolution.
In the comparison between solutes, we note that both show similar trends in the elastic fraction between the high-and the Table 1. low-concentration solutions (Figure 4) . For Q > 0.5 Å -1 , the lowest concentration NAGMA data show a higher fraction of the elastic intensity (∼65%) with respect to the more concentrated NAGMA solutions (∼40%). These population differences are ∼50% and ∼30% for the low-and high-concentration NALMA solutions, respectively. In other words, the less concentrated solutions have a greater percentage of protons with a correlation time longer than the resolution window of 13 ps. Correspondingly, the first hydration layer as measured by the high-concentration solutions can resolve a majority of protons to reside within the experimental resolution window. Thus, moving from a single hydration layer to ∼2-3 hydration layers gives rise to a change in the population of protons executing short versus longer time scale reorientational motions.
Most DR experiments on hydration water near the protein surface have resolved a bimodality in the (collective) orientational response, with relaxation times on the order of 20-60 ps and 1-10 ns (δ-relaxation). [42] [43] [44] [45] The shorter time scale δ-dispersion (δ3 in the ribonuclease A study 47 ) was assigned initially to hydration water dynamics by experiment [42] [43] [44] and given a molecular origin as dynamic exchange between bound and free water at the protein surface. 45, 63, 72 Recent DR experiments on relatively concentrated solutions of ribonuclease A, 47 which observes three δ-relaxation modes, attribute the 40 ps component (δ3 mode) unambiguously to the hydration water dynamics, while the assignment of the longer time scale ∼1-10 ns mode (and/or an additional ∼500 ps mode) remains controversial. However, recent MD simulations and DR experiments give evidence that the longer time scale δ-dispersion is related to protein-water cross interactions. 46, 66 Thus, there seems to be consensus that the ∼40 ps time scale measured by DR is a consistent signature of hydration water dynamics near biological solutes. Furthermore, through the use of a simple continuum model based on the relation between the singleparticle orientational relaxation and DR, 88,89 recent molecular dynamics simulations of a micellar solution show that the DR signal at ∼40 ps correlates quite well with the ∼20 ps component observed in the single-particle orientational dynamics of hydration water. 73 Recent time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy found a slower solvation time scale of ∼20-40 ps (depending on protein and position of the tryptophan fluorophore) in the TDFSS profile, and it is believed to reflect the slow hydration water dynamics. 63, 65 In fact, a recent MD simulation study of the protein HP-36 further resolves an intermediate component of ∼9-18 ps, likely to arise from "quasi-bound" water, in addition to a slow component of ∼48-84 ps corresponding to waters that are likely hydrogen-bonded to the protein surface with much longer residence times. 19 The higher-concentration solutions (which have on average only one hydration layer shared between solutes) show an ∼30-40% population of protons that reside outside the experimental resolution. A plausible explanation is that this elastic fraction is due to water motions that are strongly coupled to the solute motions, since the single-hydration-layer dynamics that are measured are by design tightly integrated with the peptide surface. However, for low-concentration solutions, which show an ∼50-65% elastic fraction, it is likely that in addition to the component arising from this coupled motion (possibly less dominant than that for high concentrations) there is an activation of an additional population due to the dynamic coupling between inner and outer hydration layers.
Together, our high-and low-concentration data from the QENS analysis of the EISF suggest a bimodality in the reorientational response. We find that the high-concentration data is consistent with peptide-driven motions of the first hydration layer, while the low-concentration data introduces a new reorientational motion that is solely due to hydration water dynamics, involving dynamic coupling between inner and outer hydration layers and consistent with the shorter time scale δ-dispersion. [42] [43] [44] [45] 47 Together, these results suggest that the faster component of the δ-relaxation could be made to disappear for proteins under severe hydration conditions. 47 Our QENS measurements and interpretation may also be consistent with those observed in the TDFSS profile (if relaxation due to the protein environment can be unambiguously removed).
Intermediate Scattering Function Analysis. At the relatively high solute concentrations examined here, the time scales for local librational motion are shorter than measured residence time scales because waters are caged by local neighbors, requiring a cooperative motion to execute diffusion. 87 This caging effect is crudely captured by the jump diffusion model through its average residence time scale parameter τ 0 that represents deviations from normal Brownian diffusion. 79 To study the distribution of the translational relaxation time from the perspective of a more complex structural relaxation point of view, we analyzed the experimental intermediate scattering function, F H (Q,t) for both solutes at all concentrations.
The Fourier transform of S(Q,ω) has been generated using the DAVE fast Fourier transform utility, and to avoid contributions from the fast dynamics component (previously characterized as large-amplitude librational movements), we normalized F H (Q,t) to unity at t ) 5 ps. In Figure 5 , we present the F H (Q,t) for 1.0 and 3.0 M NAGMA concentrations as a function of Q. We fit the long time decay of F H (Q,t) to a stretched exponential form where deviations from ) 1 are signatures of a pronounced slowdown in dynamic processes with a characteristic relaxation time τ, which is believed to be related to spatial heterogeneity in the dynamics. [90] [91] [92] [93] In fact, the origin of the nonexponential form is thought to arise from anomalous diffusion that is controlled by a local structural relaxation or "cage effect" as discussed from the MCT theory of supercooled liquids. 90, 94 The dependence of 1/τ versus Q 2 is then proportional to the water translational diffusion coefficient in the limit of Q f 0 and numerically evaluated from the slope for Q < 1.0 Å -1 . As shown in Table 1 , we find good agreement between the diffusion coefficient inferred from the stretched exponential analysis and the jump diffusion model. Figure 6 reports the fitted stretched exponents as a function of Q for 1.0 and 3.0 M NAGMA and 0.5 and 2.0 M NALMA from the QENS experiments. The qualitative behavior for both solutes is a exponent that is relatively flat, as also seen in previous experiments 95 in contrast with simulation results that always exhibit a exponent with a stronger Q dependence. 38, 90 However, the difference between the solutes is manifest most directly in the highest concentration and therefore in the first hydration shell, where the for NALMA deviates significantly from 1, reaching values as low as 0.75 for some Q values, while the corresponding exponent for NAGMA shows relatively smaller deviations from 1. We also see larger structural relaxation times, τ, for high-concentration NALMA relative to NAGMA. Together, the exponent and τ signatures imply that the first-hydration-layer water dynamics in the NALMA solution exhibit a wider distribution of time scales that is dominated by the long time tail than the water dynamics for the NAGMA solutions. This difference between solutes is also evident when
the first-hydration-layer dynamics are analyzed by the jump diffusion model, in which there is evidence of a strong caging effect in the translational motion for NALMA. We believe that the anomalous dynamics of the first hydration layer for NALMA, compared to the more normal water diffusion near the NAGMA backbone, are due to spatial heterogeneity in the water dynamics. This spatial heterogeneity in the water dynamics is in turn due to the heterogeneity of the NALMA chemistry when a chemical interface is formed upon addition of a hydrophobic side chain to the hydrophilic backbone. As we reported in ref 37 for simulations of NALMA hydration dynamics under ambient conditions, which have been observed in other simulation studies on model peptides, 96 the average residence times for labeled water near the hydrophobic side chain are shorter, and the corresponding orientational correlation function is faster, while the waters near the hydrophilic backbone are dramatically slower by these two measures. Furthermore, that separation of time scales in the two regions becomes more exaggerated as the temperature is lowered. 97 This experimental study shows that the loss of distinct heterogeneity in the chemistry when going from NALMA to NAGMA and the accompanying loss of frustrated interactions with water result in a hydration dynamics signature (a smaller τ and a exponent closer to 1) that looks more like normal diffusion.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we have reported new incoherent QENS experiments on NAGMA as a model peptide backbone and contrast the hydration dynamics with those measured near the model NALMA hydrophobic peptide at similar concentrations. For dynamic averages generated over the resolvable proton motions, the 3.0 M (high) concentration NAGMA data shows a translational diffusion coefficient, residential time, and rotational diffusion constant that are suppressed with respect to bulk water but which are significantly faster than those measured for the hydrophobic NALMA peptide at a comparable high concentration. At lower solute concentrations that correspond to at least one additional hydration layer, the translational and rotational dynamics of water near the two peptides are equivalent, suggesting that the perturbation from bulk water dynamics for outer hydration layers arises from changes in the water hydrogen-bonding network due to the excluded volume effect.
However, our analysis of the EISF from incoherent QENS shows that a significant fraction of the hydration water population is slowed by at least a factor of 10 with respect to the bulk water. We find significant fractions of elastic intensity at high and low concentrations for both solutes, which correspond to a greater population of protons with rotational time scales outside the experimental resolution (>13 ps). The higher-concentration solutions show an ∼30-40% elastic fraction that we attribute to water motions that are strongly coupled to the solute motions, while for low-concentration solutions, which show slow populations of ∼50-65%, an additional component is activated due to dynamic coupling between inner and outer hydration layers. Some of the slow dynamics are due to water-solute couplings, perhaps manifested as conformational transitions of the peptide, similar to coupling arising from motions of side chains on the protein surface. 47 As hydration layers are added and thus dynamic coupling of water molecules between hydration layers becomes possible, the activation of new reorientational responses of the water molecules takes place, consistent with the determination of a larger elastic fraction measured by QENS for the lower-concentration solutions.
Our QENS measurements and interpretation may also be consistent with the 20-40 ps component measured in the TDFSS profile using time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. Recent phenomenological theories 45, 72 involving a dynamic exchange between protein-bound water and outer hydration layers or even bulk water that have been used to explain both the shorter time scale δ-dispersion from DR as well as the longer time scale solvation dynamics from the TDFSS profile 63, 65 would give credence to an agreement between QENS and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. We plan an extensive molecular dynamics analysis of these systems to evaluate the dielectric response and time-resolved fluorescence signatures and the molecular origin of inner-and outer-hydration-layer coupling as postulated here.
The rotational retardation factors measured by QENS on short time scales are in quantitative agreement with those measured by MRD. 18 However, we conclude that the longer rotational motions measured by incoherent QENS, recent DR experiments for the fast δ-dispersion, time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, and MRD converge on a molecular view of hydration water dynamics, at room temperature, that is in fact perturbed by factors of 2-50 with the biological solute present but not by orders of magnitude. (Hence, the long time scale δ-dispersion from DR remains controversial but seems unlikely due to hydration water dynamics 46, 66 ) . Furthermore, the range in rotational retardation factors due to hydration depends on whether we are comparing peptides versus proteins or comparing different proteins, whether we have a collective measure of dynamics (DR and TDFSS) versus a single-particle probe (MRD and QENS), whether the experiment yields a mean correlation time (DR, MRD, and certain analysis of QENS) versus a more detailed population analysis that is possible when measuring a time correlation function (TDFSS, the intermediate scattering function, and a more advanced analysis of the QENS data), and inevitable ambiguities in interpretation of each of these experiments due to intrinsic limitations of the observable that is measured. To the extent possible when these differences can be accounted for (for example, the fact that collective motions are intrinsically slower than measurements of single-particle dynamics, different proteins, etc.), then the differences in retardation factors between the different spectroscopies become even smaller, and all give a consistent molecular view of a hydrogen-bonded water network near a biological interface that exhibits a slowdown of dynamics in the vicinal water layers.
An important difference between the hydrophilic versus hydrophobic amino acid types at the highest concentration studied was found in a stretched exponential fit to their experimental intermediate scattering function, which showed a more pronounced anomalous diffusion signature for NALMA, including a smaller stretched exponent and a longer structural relaxation time τ than those found for NAGMA. Together, the exponent and τ signatures imply that the first-hydration-layer water dynamics in the NALMA solution exhibit a wider distribution of time scales than the water dynamics for the NAGMA solutions. This wider distribution in the NALMA dynamics is composed of long time scales in the first hydration layer due to a strong caging effect in the translational motion as well as short time scales (based on simulation studies) in which we find that the average residence time for labeled waters near the hydrophobic side chain is much shorter and the decay of the corresponding orientational correlation function is much faster, in contrast to the hydrophilic backbone. 37, 97 This is to be contrasted with the case when water solvates a purely hydrophobic or hydrophilic solute of the same size, where it is seen that the water residence times are always long-lived near the homogeneous but different solute chemistries. 98 Returning to the population differences in the elastic fraction from the EISF, we note that the hydrophobic amino acid has the smaller elastic fraction by ∼10-15% compared to the hydrophilic case at both concentrations. We speculate that this smaller fraction for NALMA is a result of faster and resolvable water molecules in the hydration layers due to instability of the water network in the hydrophobic region of the peptide.
The more normal diffusion exhibited in the hydration dynamics near the hydrophilic backbone model provides experimental support for the origin of the anomalous diffusion behavior for NALMA as arising from frustrated interactions between water molecules when a chemical interface is formed upon addition of a hydrophobic side chain, which induces spatial heterogeneity in the hydration dynamics in the two types of regions of the NALMA peptide. It provides a better molecular understanding that it is at the interface of chemically distinct domains on the protein surface that is the origin of the heterogeneous dynamics of the hydration water. An important point is that the resulting faster dynamics near hydrophobic regions of a chemically heterogeneous protein surface 37, 96 contradict the view of clathrate water structure that undergoes slower dynamic transitions for rearrangements of the hydrogenbonding network, near a heterogeneous protein surface.
